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I don’t know about you, but I am
so glad that 2020 is behind us! As I
look back over the year, coming off
shoulder surgery during the first part
of the year, I realize that I swam in a
pool for only one week in the entire
calendar year 2020 before COVID
shut us out….. and now we have
just completed the first month of the
calendar year 2021.
What is equally hard to believe is
that many of you, who I saw on
almost a daily basis at the pool
swim workouts, I have not seen in a
year…and for some of you… even
longer. I do hope that all of you are
doing well in these crazy times and
finding a way to exercise and,
hopefully, continue to swim.
It’s amazing what we can do
when our choices are limited. As
many of you know, I do enjoy open
water swimming…. actually, more
than pool swimming. As much as I
enjoy swimming in the Sound and
the neighboring lakes, ask me a
year ago if I enjoyed it enough to
swim during the winter months, I
would have quickly told you “No”.
This is not at all surprising,
especially to those who I swam with
during the summer as, even in July
and August, I always wore a wet
suit. (Ask Dan Smith, Andy Iyall, and
Continued on page 2
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Coach’s Column
by Wendy Neely
Happy New Year! We have some
momentum pushing us forward –
between pools opening and
workouts scheduled, a date set for
the Last Splash of Summer and the
start of immunizations.
We’re making the best of the
pool time we have. Mondays and
Fridays, 12-1pm at FWCC,
Saturdays at Sumner 7:45-8:45am,
and Sundays at FWCC 8:009:00am. Workouts are posted a
week in advance and we remain on
a drop-in basis. Don’t worry about
feeling “out of shape.” Everyone is
feeling that way and you will be
supported and coached from where
you are- not where you think you
should be.
Major races, including Champs,
are not happening due to COVID
restrictions. If you’re looking for
events to join, sign up for the USMS
Fitness Challenges with February
being the kickoff event of the 30minute swim. We’ll host the 30
minutes swim opportunity on
Saturday, February 15th during our
Sumner Pool workout. Feel free to
invite any friends to join in! If you
have any questions, please email
wendy@bluewave-aquatics.com.
Are you one of our valued health
care workers or 65 + swimmers who
have been fortunate enough to
Continued on page 3
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President’s Letter -cont’d
Eric Durban… I think I had a perfect
season of wetsuit swims).
As far as a wetsuit, my thoughts
on that are that I spend a lot of
President’s money on a wetsuit… not to hang it
my closet or keep it in a box.
Letter–cont’d in
Anyway, it is now approaching
February and I am still swimming
outside, several times a week…
thanks to Wendy and Zena, and
occasionally Patty, Kim and Nellis,
who all provide me with the
motivation to keep at it… especially
Wendy who is still swimming without
a wetsuit! And, you know, after the
first few minutes in the water, it’s not
that bad! Best of all and without
question I have found that there has
been no problem complying with the
“social distancing” requirement. As
of this writing I am at about 370
open water miles swum since April
2020.
As many of you saw in our last
publication, this past summer we
added a new Open Water Event…
the virtual LSOS swim, where
everyone logged and submitted their
swims throughout the summer…..
some of those swims being quite
creative in artistic quality. Since
participation was better than
expected and many people are
asking if we are going to do it
Blue Wave Aquatics again…. The answer is “Yes”… with
competition running through the
PO Box 24083
summer and ending just before the
Federal Way, WA
actual LSOS. LSOS is currently
98093
scheduled for late September, and
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(fingers crossed) we’ll be able to
host it at Angle Lake!
Many of you may also be
wondering if there will be a Champs
meet in April. As of this writing
while it has not actually been
cancelled, I have to tell you, things
do not look good. Over the past
months, I have been in regular
communications with Mike
Dunwiddie, KCAC facility director,
and there are a lot of logistics that I
am not sure we can overcome.
They are summarized on the last
page of this newsletter.
While things do not look positive
in this regard, your Board remains
optimistic that we will be able to
host pool event as some point this
summer. I did speak with Mike
Dunwiddie and the possibility of
hosting something at KCAC later in
the year remains a possibility… if
things open up. We will keep you
apprised as we learn more.
Which brings us back to open
water swimming. This is the only
sure thing we can offer you.. and
you can’t beat the price…. Its free!
There are many groups out there
that are still swimming. If you have
any interest, please let me, or any
Board member know, and we will be
happy to direct you accordingly.
Pools do have limited use
availability: Federal Way
Community Center, Evergreen and
Sumner are a few. Those pool
availability and hours are discussed
in other articles in this publication.
Continued on page 3
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President’s Letter -cont’d Coach’s Column -cont’d
In addition to the summer-long
virtual
swim, Swim Defiance is
Coach’s
scheduled for July 31st and Last
Column/
Splash of Summer (LSOS) is
President’s scheduled for September 25th.
Hopefully, some of the outside pools
Letter
will also be available as we move
into summer.
–cont’d
As things re-open, we will be
trying to schedule more time in the
pool. Unfortunately, right now, until
the State and Health Departments
become more receptive, we remain
extremely limited.
As we move through 2021, I wish
everyone of you a safe and healthy
year. Continue to get what exercise
you can and, whenever you can….
Keep on Swimming!!.
- Steve Board Meeting Minutes Recap
June 28, 2020- President Steve
Freeborn presided over the Zoom
meeting at 8:00AM. 1) Meeting
minutes from 24 May 2020 were
BWAQ Board approved. 2) Financials: Current
bank balance is $35,580. There are
Meeting
no outstanding bills, received $1560
Highlights
from drop-in swim fees (included in
total above) and $78.35 from Swim
for
Outlet. Completed app for PPP
June 2020
through BECU to be used to support
Wendy’s salary. Drop-in fees will be
applied to other BWAQ expenses. 3)
Blue Wave Aquatics Membership: There was discussion
regarding punch cards vs. $15/dropPO Box 24083
in swims. A third swim on Sundays
Federal Way, WA
at Twin Lakes will be added
98093
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receive your immunization? You
can find out when you will qualify
for the vaccine here.
I know you're all great at taking
care of your physical body, but
remember your mental and
energetic body is just as important
and needs attention too. If you’re
feeling stress in the body from the
outside world and circumstances
please reach out, I’m happy to
support you.
- Coach Wendy starting the first week of July if the
Sunday TL swims continue to reach
capacity. Nellis requires a
significant amount of time to
manually manage the current dropin payment situation and
attendance. No scholarships will be
issued with the current drop-in fee
situation. Nellis will e-mail the Blue
Wave Aquatics’ “Return To Swim
Guidelines” to all BWAQ swimmers.
4) Coach Report: KCAC tentatively
scheduled to reopen on 24 Sept.
No reopening dates yet for FWCC
or Covington.
Continued on page 5
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Elections held via Zoom on
November 14, 2020 at

Annual BWAQ Team Meeting
2021 Board Vote Result
(new officers and/or positions in red)
President: Steve Freeborn
Vice President: Scott Matthews
Secretary: Zena Courtney
Treasurer: Patti Cunningham
Membership: Nellis Kim
Communication: Angela Turley
KCAC AM Rep: Melanie Crump
KCAC Brunch Rep: Kathy Byers
KCAC PM Rep: TBD
Evergreen Rep: Kim Boggs
Covington Rep: Eric Durban

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093
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2021
TEAM OFFICERS
President:
Steve Freeborn
Vice President:
Scott Matthews
Secretary:
Zena Courtney
Treasurer:

Patti Cunningham
Membership:
Nellis Kim
Communication:
Angela Turley
KCAC AM Rep:
Melanie Crump
KCAC Brunch Rep:

Kathy Byers
KCAC PM Rep:
TBD
Evergreen Rep:
Kim Boggs
Covington Rep:
Eric Durban

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

Board Meeting Minutes Recapcont’d
Currently we do not plan to use
the Fife pool due to the distance
to Fife and that it requires a
minimum of 12 swimmers. There
will be at least a 30-day window,
after teams resume practice,
before any meets are allowed
(USA Swimming guidelines)
5). Last Gasp @ Angle Lake was
discussed as a potential to
become a virtual Swim, decision
at July’s Board Mtg. Registration
date postponed to 1 August.
Steve took action to talk with
Ashley House for insurance.
Angela will add the information to
the registration form. Virtual event
could have Swim caps & tees as
prizes. Eric will create budget,
swim caps, and request tee
design. USMS Long Course
Nationals that were scheduled for
August have been canceled.
USMS will not sanction events
before the end of July. The 2020
Aly Fell Open Water Swim in
Bellingham was canceled.
6) Summer Edition of the
newsletter to be distributed by the
end of July.
---------------------July 19, 2020 - President Steve
Freeborn presided over the Zoom
meeting at 8:00AM. 1) Meeting
minutes from 28 June 2020 were
approved. 2) Financials: Current
bank balance is $40,543. There
are no outstanding bills, City of
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SeaTac holding $500 check for
Angle Lake event. Pool bills from
Twin Lakes and Evergreen were
both paid. Early in July we
received the PPP grant to be used
for payroll. Quarterly taxes were
filed, and Eric filed the 990 tax
form. 3) Membership: Nellis’
updated report shows 35
swimmers are attending workouts,
with fees generating about $2400
per month in revenue. Evergreen
practices canceled due to low
interest. 4) Coach Report: KCAC
still scheduled to reopen on 24
Sept. No reopening dates for
FWCC or Covington. 5) Last Gasp
of Summer was renamed to Last
Splash of Summer due to
sensitivity with COVID being a
respiratory ailment. Registration
for new virtual event will be open
from 26 July - 28 August. Events
will be 1, 2, 5-mile swims at $35
for the first swim distance and
reduced fees for additional
distances entered by the same
person. Virtual swims must occur
between 1 August and 19
September. Ashley House will
provide insurance and a $500
sponsorship. Eric reviewed costs
based on estimates of 75
swimmers - tees, caps,
certificates. Concerns were
discussed regarding the accuracy
of the apps that are measuring
distance and time. Action items
were assigned. 6) Newsletter
Continued on page 6
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BWAQ Board
Meeting
Highlights
for
September
2020

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

Board Meeting Minutes Recapcont’d
Summer Edition to be distributed
by the end of July. Leslie/Patti to
set up BWAQ Board Zoom
account (been using Wendy’s).
---------------------September 13, 2020 - President
Steve Freeborn presided over the
Zoom meeting at 8:00AM. 1)
Meeting minutes from 19 July
2020 were approved. 2)
Financials: Paid $1,000 pool bill
from Twin Lakes. Patti will
continue to apply PPP funds to
payroll costs. LSOS: BWAQ
received a $1000 donation from
Connolly Law as LSOS sponsor.
The team received proceeds from
RunSignUp in the amount of
$2868.44. Have not yet received
the Ashley House donation.
There is a grant available to the
team from USMS that we can
apply for through PNA. The grant
would award BWAQ $10 per
swimmer registered as of May,
and PNA only wants teams to
apply if we have “need.” Patti ran
profit and loss reports and BWAQ
is holding close to even right now,
but still feels that we have a
need. The application will include
only the fiscal information
required by the grant application
process. Wendy confirmed with
USMS that the PNA committee
does have the discretion to deny
and award grants to teams as
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they choose. Board feels we do have
advocates on the review committee.
Eric moved to approve applying, Zena
seconded. Steve will write the
application letter and Patti will compile
relevant financial information.
3) Membership: Most workouts have
been full, and the team has a core
group of swimmers who consistently
participate in scheduled workouts.
Have recently seen lower registration
rates and workout cancellations. A
couple of workouts with six swimmers
have gone forward because other
swimmers offered to pay extra workout
fees. Twin Lakes spoke to Wendy
about dropping lane rental rates as
they are trying to keep the pool in use
and stay open. The decrease would
allow workouts to be held with a
minimum of six swimmers. FWCC has
reopened and BWAQ is reserving Sat
7-8am for now. Other times available
would-be mid-morning weekdays and
would draw away from attendance at
TL workouts. Plan to transition to
FWCC from TL in October. 4) Coach
Update: KCAC is running behind on
repair work so opening is delayed.
Wendy has heard that they will limit
occupancy to one swimmer per lane.
Translates to about $22 per person per
workout. Wendy will monitor their plans
and keep in touch about swimming
opportunities.
5) Events: Last Splash of Summer
/LSOS had 69 individuals who
Continued on page 7
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BWAQ Board
Meeting
Highlights
for
October and
November 2020

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

Board Meeting Minutes Recapcont’d
entered 96 events. Eric reported that
he had received about 37 results so
far. Decision made to extend entry
deadline from September 19th to
midnight on the 30th due to poor air
quality. The delay should not require
an extension of the time frame to
send out T-shirts, caps and
certificates. Angie will send out an email today to all entrants advising
them of the extension. Board
members will meet at Steve’s office
on October 3rd at 9 am for a
combination Board meeting and Tshirt boxing party. 6) Newsletter:
Zena will send the newsletter after
LSOS is done. Zena would like to
include the LSOS design
submission, which Eric will forward
after the race closes.
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - October 13, 2020 - Board members
met at Steve’s office at 9 am, with
face masks on, to sort and package
T-shirts and caps that Angie took
away in bins and later mailed. Local
recipients received packages hand
delivered by volunteers.
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - November 14, 2020– The Annual
Meeting was held as a Zoom
meeting at 9:00AM. In addition to the
attendance of most of the current
2020 Board members as shown
below, the Zoom Annual Team
Meeting had team call-ins from
Wendy Neely, Katherine Arns, Scott
Matthews, Holly Bork and Judy
Williams. The new slate of Board
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Members was unanimously
approved by vote as follows
(changes highlighted in blue):
-2021 BWAQ Officers:
-President:
Steve Freeborn
-Vice President: Scott Matthews
-Secretary:
Zena Courtney
-Treasurer:
Patti Cunningham
-Membership: Nellis Kim
-Communication: Angela Turley
-KCAC AM Rep: Melanie Crump
-KCAC Brunch Rep: Kathy Byers
-KCAC PM Rep: TBD
-Evergreen Rep: Kim Boggs
-Covington Rep: Eric Durban
It was agreed that since KCAC
is not currently open, we do not
feel the need to fill the KCAC PM
Rep position immediately. The
Financial and Membership
Reports were shared with all
attendees. Meeting ended at
0958. 1) Minutes- no minutes
were reviewed. 2) Financials:
Financial Reports - Patti reviewed
the financials. BWAQ received an
Paycheck Protection
Program/PPP Loan in early July
which was applied to payroll
expenses from June onward. Will
continue to apply PPP funds to
payroll costs until the grant is
exhausted. The PNA also
awarded Blue Wave $2732.00 in
grant funds that were made
available by USMS for local team
support. Thanks to Patti
Cunningham, Zena Courtney and
Steve Freeborn for their efforts
Continued on Page 8
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BWAQ Board
Meeting
Highlights
for
Nov 2020

Blue Wave Aquatics
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Federal Way, WA
98093

Board Meeting Minutes Recapcont’d
applying for these grants. Quarterly
taxes were filed and paid. Pool bills
from Twin Lakes and the Federal
Way Community Center are paid.
We received $3392.28 from the Last
Splash of Summer registration
platform, Run Sign Up. Expenses
were $2269.00 including shirts and
shipping. Profit was $1123.38. A
donation of $1000 from Connelly
Law was received for LSOS
sponsorship but a donation from
Ashley House was never received.
We will request their sponsorship
next year and Steve will ask if they
are also interested in sponsoring
Swim Defiance. Current operations
are funding most of our expenses.
Fees and operating expense are
coming from our reserve. For the
year we are showing a loss of
$2269.00 or about $200.00 per
month. Our Finance charges for the
year so far are $2537.00. We have
registered Blue Wave Aquatics with
USMS for 2021, PNA will reimburse
the expense and we have applied
for reimbursement.
3) Membership - Pre-COVID we had
106 monthly members. Then the
pools available to BWAQ shut down
until June 2020 with the opening of
Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club
outdoor pool with 4 available lanes
and 6AM and Noon workout times.
We were forced to go to a
participation-based fee structure due
to COVID restrictions. In addition,
we tried a few workouts at
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Evergreen but their pricing
structure and low attendance
prohibited us from being solvent, so
workouts were cancelled. During
June, there were 36 swimmers that
averaged 4 swims/month. From
July to September, we had a small
increase to 39 swimmers with a 5
swim/ month average. October was
the last month for Twin Lakes and
the early morning workouts,
attendance dropped to 34
swimmers but stayed at a 5
swim/month average. Workouts in
November have been at FWCC.
We started with Noon M, W, F
swims and Saturdays but dropped
Mondays due to low attendance.
We have 3 lanes/9 swimmers on
M&W, 4 lanes/12 swimmers at 7AM
on Sat and the whole pool (6
lanes/18 swimmers) at 8AM on the
added Sunday morning. Nellis,
Wendy and Patti did an analysis of
a return to Monthly memberships.
This would require 48
swimmers/month all paying
$60/month for only one guaranteed
swim per week, essentially the
same as the current $15 /swim fee.
We will revisit once the King County
Aquatic Center reopens, or our
current swims have consistent
waiting lists. 4) Coach Update:
Wendy explained that 4 swimmers
per lane are currently permitted but
3 per lane is best based on varying
speeds so everyone stays socially
distanced while getting a good
Continued on Page 9
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Treasurer’s
Report

Membership
Report

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093

Board Meeting Minutes Recapcont’d
workout. If the workout is full, she
encouraged folks to sign up for
the waitlist so she can see if they
can be added with the current
swimmer list speeds.
5) Events: It was voiced that
BWAQ is interested in repeating
Swim Defiance in 2021. Zena said
she would still be in Seattle and
will get started with possible dates
and coordination with the Whidbey
Island swim. 6) Newsletter - Zena
will send out one more newsletter
this year with LSOS and Board
election results. Steve and Wendy
will write their newsletter columns
by Thanksgiving 2020.

eligible to apply. Current operations
are funding most, but not all, of our
expenses. Closure of the FWCC
affected our operations and a
significant amount of Wendy’s time
was spent locating new pools. We
are not able to stay completely within
the income we generate from fees,
but we still have reserve left from
PPP. No other current issues.
If you’re skipping a pool swim to
join Steve in the Sound, consider
donating your workout fee to BWAQ!
It is tax deductible, but be sure to
message the Treasurer so the funds
can be properly allocated. Questions
about Finances? Please contact
Patti at Treasurer@bluewaveaquatics.com

Treasurer’s Report

Membership Update
by Nellis Kim

by Patti Cunningham

3 Year Bank Balance:
Jan 2019 = $32,745
Jan 2020 = $38,767
Jan 2021 = $36,325
2020 Accomplishments:
● We received a $1000.00 donation
from one of our members.
● W2 Employee Forms have been
filed and mailed out.
● Quarterly taxes for Q4 2020 were
filed and paid.
● We are ready to apply for
forgiveness on our PPP. The SBA is
in the process of simplifying the
application. BECU will notify us
when we can apply.
● New PPP is expected to be
available soon and Blue Wave is

bluewave-aquatics.com

The best thing you can do to
support BWAQ is to join us for a
workout and renew your USMS
membership as a BWAQ swimmer!
Come struggle alongside your
teammates as we all strive to
remember what an “IM” is, how to
swim on an interval, and how to do a
flip turn. Experience warm water and
the company of teammates, as well
as the challenge of deciding
between “on the top” or “on the
bottom” by shouting down the length
of the pool. Register today!
Questions about membership? Please
contact Nellis Kim at
Membership@bluewave-aquatics.com
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NO PNA MEETS SCHEDULED SO FAR due to
COVID

($12)

($12)

($12)

Swimmers will receive exclusive discounts from our partners, a cool latex
event swim cap, a USMS sticker, and they get to feel great that they
support USMS Adult Learn-to-Swim grants supported by the USA
Swimming Foundation.
2021 Updates: Bundle Registration, Gold Caps, and Swim.com integration
USMS members who register using the bundle option ($30) during the
Winter Fitness Challenge receive caps for each 2021 event along with a
special gold Fitness Series cap. Swimmers who register for the Winter
Fitness Challenge can still receive the gold cap if they also register for the
Summer Fitness Challenge and Fall Fitness Challenge.
We partnered with Swim.com so you can input your results on their app
to benchmark your time for the future, compare against other swimmers,
and join in on the social fun. Swimmers can upload swims or workouts
using a compatible device (Garmin, Apple Watch, etc.), or they can be
manually uploaded, so don’t worry if you don’t have a smartwatch!

bluewave-aquatics.com
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Click here for full results
and click here for the
Last Splash of Summer
Facebook page.
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UPCOMING OPEN WATER EVENTS:
TBD - RTB Friday Night Swim Races, Kent, WA
TBD - Whidbey Island Adventure Swim, 1.2/2.4
mi, Langley, WA
7/10 or 17 - Fat Salmon Open Water Swim,3.2
mi, Seattle, WA
7/31 - Swim Defiance, 3K/5K, Tacoma, WA
*BWAQ Host
8/14 - Aly Fell Memorial Swim, 800m/ 2.5K/ 5K/
10K, Bellingham, WA
9/11 – Lake Chelan Swim, 1mi, Manson, WA
9/25 - Last Splash of Summer, 1mi /2mi, SeaTac,
WA *BWAQ Host
POOLS WE’VE BEEN USING:
LA Fitness Fed Way

Membership required

Federal Way Comm Center, 876 S.
333rd Street, Federal Way, WA 98003

$6 resident/45 min
$8 non-resident/45 min

Mt. Rainier Pool, 22722 19th Ave S,
Des Moines, WA 98198

$5/55 min

Covington Aquatic Center, 18230 SE
240th St, Covington, WA 98042

$5/25 minutes
$10/55 minutes

Fife Aquatic Center, 5410 20th St E,
Fife, WA 98424

$14/60 minutes

Evergreen Aquatic Center, 606 SW
116th St, Seattle, WA 98146

$7/45 minutes

bluewave-aquatics.com
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Logistical Impacts of COVID on Champs
President’s
Letter -cont’d

• How best to address the wide range of our competitors/
participants with many being high risk… over 65.
• Limited parking due to the County commitment of the back
lot and conference center to COVID testing through the
summer.
• No eating in the facility. If anyone wants to eat, they have to
go outside.
• Running the meet will still require the 6 foot social distancing.
How are relays done?
• After each event, the blocks & deck area behind the blocks
must be cleared and sanitized, for both pools.
• Warm up pool/dive tank would be limited, as would the
before and after meet warmups and warm downs.
• No warm downs. USMS currently requires warm up and
warm down facilities.
• Teams cannot sit on the deck space but must remain
upstairs and possibly outside until their events are called.
There will be 3-4 “staging areas” in the halls with NO seating.
• What is time impact to the meet timeline? What is the rental
fee impact?
• How do we find volunteers with these protocols?
• Locker room protocol is is still unknown, if allowed at all.
Editor’s Note: Due to the above requirements and restrictions, the BWAQ
Board voted to cancel Champs for 2021.

Blue Wave Aquatics
PO Box 24083
Federal Way, WA
98093
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